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Abstract
This paper is based on the empirical research conducted among students
in Serbia, at two universities: University of Belgrade and University in Priština
with the temporary seat in Kosovska Mitrovica. Results obtained show that the
issue of EU accession and the feeling of European identity are not one and
the same thing. While students show a closely pro-European orientation, the
percentage of accession support varies due to the influence of various factors
(developments in Kosovo and Metohija, various statements by EU officials
that are perceived as conditionalities for Serbia). However, when asked if they
had some supranational identification, i.e. if they felt like Europeans, a small
number of them identified themselves as such. This finding on the absence of a
European identity combined with a positive orientation regarding the accession
to the EU affirms Brzezinski’s thesis from his interview with D. Rothkopf (July
2014) that the “EU then turned out to be, in the end, essentially a distributed
arrangement in Brussels involving money and quid pro quos, but very little
sense of common purpose”.
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The issue of EU integration is one of the key issues in the Serbian society today. It is the subject of everyday scientific, practitioners’, but also
general social debate and accession to the EU is the goal that has been
set as non-alternative by all post-2000 Serbian governments, partly with
the exception of Kostunica’s 2003-2007 government (Šuvaković, 2010).
Even the definition of the Republic of Serbia as the state that is “based
on … affiliation to the European principles and values” was included
in Article 1 of the new Constitution of the Republic of Serbia when it
was adopted (2006). If it is known that the adoption of the new Serbian
Constitution was the matter of consensus of the leaders of parliamentary parties, then there is no doubt that the orientation of the political elite in Serbia is pro-European as largely demonstrated in practice.
However, regarding the orientation of the general population of citizens
above the age of 18 (voters), the situation is not so clear-cut. According
to the public opinion poll from December 2014 (European Integration
Office, Government of the Republic of Serbia, 2015), only a relative majority of 44% of citizens would vote “for” the accession of Serbia to the
European Union if the “referendum is held tomorrow”, 25% would be
against, 21% would not vote, while 10% replied that they did “not know”
how they would vote. Compared to such attitudes of the Serbian public
opinion recorded in the December 2014 poll, the survey from June 2015
showed that the number of those who would vote “for” increased by
5%, but the number of those who would vote “against” also increased by
3%, while the number of abstainers, as well as those who did not know
how they would vote, dropped by 4%, respectively (European Integration Office, Government of the Republic of Serbia, 2015). However, if
the trend of support for Serbia’s accession of the EU is observed over a
longer period of time, then a considerable decline in citizens’ support
to accession can be noted: in answer to the question about the accession
to the EU in a referendum that is “held tomorrow”, in September 2002,
68% would have circled the answer “for”, 13% “against”, 10% would not
vote, while 9% replied with “I don’t know”; within the entire period in
which opinion polls were conducted the maximal percentage of “for”
votes was obtained in November 2009, 73% “for” and 12% “against”,
while for the first time support dropped below one half in September
2011 – 46% “for” and surged to a high 37% “against”. Henceforth, the
votes “for” have oscillated between 41% (December 2011) and 51% (last
time in December 2013), and reluctance towards EU accession between
the minimal 12% (November 2009) and the maximal 37% (September
2011).
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Graph 1: If a referendum was organized tomorrow, with the question
“Do you support membership of Serbia in the European Union?” – How
would you vote? (General population of citizens above the age of 18)4
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vestigate a) if there is a discrepancy regarding the general population;
b) what students consider to be “European values” in connection with
“Euroidentity”, and what they understand as “Serbian values” in connection with “Serbian identity” and if there are compatibilities between
the values that they experience as elements of European, and of Serbian
identity; c) do they identify themselves as “Europeans”, i.e. which supranational identity do they assign to themselves, except the national; d)
what are the students’ expectations from EU accession.
The selection of the student population for the research on attitudes
toward EU integration and Euroidentity is not a coincidence. They
represent the most educated segment of society and in the near future
should become the driving force of social development, expansion of
democratic cultural patterns and ideas of tolerance. For this reason, it is
justified to note how they experience European integration, whether as
something that they imply as part of their own identity, something that
would be useful at a certain moment, or if they reject it as undesirable.
The research was conducted in 2014 among the students of the greatest
Serbian University – University in Belgrade and among the students of
the only University in the territory of the southern Serbian Autonomous
Province of Kosovo and Metohija – University in Pristina with the temporary seat in Kosovska Mitrovica (hereinafter referred to as: the University in Kosovska Mitrovica). The conditions in which the students of
these two Universities live and study differ significantly: the University
of Belgrade is in the capital of Serbia with a population of 2 million, radiating openness, cosmopolitan spirit, multinational in its ethnic composition. The last war events are related to the NATO aggression in 1999
to which the ruins in its downtown area are the only reminder. Students
in Kosovska Mitrovica live in a city ethnically divided along the Ibar river (the northern part is Serbian, the southern part is Albanian), and, almost without exception, have in their families someone who was killed
in 1999 or in subsequent ethnically motivated incidents (from murders
to injuring and fights) and the level ethnic distance of Serbian students
toward Albanians is extremely high (Šuvaković, Petrović 2014). However, a common element for both Universities is a very similar ethnic
structure: 93.1% of students in Belgrade declare themselves as Serbians, 2.2% as Montenegrins, 0.7% as Bosnians/Muslims, or Roma, respectively, 1.5% did not want to declare their nationality, while others
are members of other ethnic communities living in Serbia; in Kosovska
Mitrovica 91.3% of students declare themselves as Serbians, 3% as Bosnians/Muslims, 2.7% as Gorani, 1.5% as Montenegrins, 0.6% as Roma
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and 0.9% of students did not want to declare their nationality. Besides,
since Kosovo proclaimed its so-called “independence”, the media, but
also political statements of higher or lower ranking European officials
have been sending the message that recognition of that “independence”
will be an additional condition that the EU will set before Serbia in order to accept its membership.
The research was conducted by survey based on a sample of 413 examinees in Belgrade and 345 examinees in Kosovska Mitrovica. Sampling in Belgrade was performed in two phases: all four groups of faculties5 are represented proportionally to their participation in the student
population, then at least two faculties were chosen from each group and
students from these faculties were questioned. Students of all 10 faculties in Kosovska Mitrovica were questioned proportionally to their participation in the student population. The same sample and data-collection methodology were used in our previous researches: among the the
University in Belgrade students in 2010, and among the University in
Kosovska Mitrovica students in 2009, 2012 and 2013. The results from
these surveys will be used just to show changes and trends in students’
attitudes.
However, regarding the student population at the University in Belgrade and the University in Kosovska Mitrovica, our research results
provide a picture that is, to some extent, different from the one obtained
from the research of general population. As shown in Graph 2, the orientation of Belgrade students in 2010 was distinctly pro-European with
an absolute majority, while in 2014 the relative majority of Belgrade
students was oriented anti-EU integration (the difference is only 1.7%
in favor of the opponents of Serbia’s EU integration, so it can be considered that powers are equal). However, regardless of the small difference, prevalence of the opponents to EU integration among Belgrade
students represents a deviation regarding the general population, where
such a result has never been recorded since such surveys were initiated
(2002). Such a result is even more marked among students in Kosovska
Mitrovica (Graph 3): while the relative majority (44.7%) of the local students considered in 2009 that Serbia should accede to the EU, in 2014
the absolute majority of them (61.8%) would vote “against” Serbia’s EUintegration and only 17.6% “for”. Therefore, we may say that there is
correlation between the decline of support to EU integration among the
5 University in Belgrade consists of 36 faculties, arranged in four groups: social-humanistic, technical-technological, medical and science
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In our research conducted in 2013, two weeks before the signing of the Brussels Agreement,
we already established an overwhelming resistance of students in the north of Kosovo to EU
integration of Serbia (51% “against”, 31.8% “for”). However, it is evident that the Brussels
Agreement not only consolidated but also amplified the resistance among the students from
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In our research conducted in 2013, two weeks before the signing of
the Brussels Agreement, we already established an overwhelming resistance of students in the north of Kosovo to EU integration of Serbia (51% “against”, 31.8% “for”). However, it is evident that the Brussels Agreement not only consolidated but also amplified the resistance
among the students from the north of Kosovo to Serbia’s EU integration.
Certainly, one of the reasons is their concern regarding the implications
of this Agreement for the survival of Kosovo and Metohija within the
Republic of Serbia, i.e. fear that it will attempt to integrate the Serbian
community into the so-called “Kosovo society”, which was resolutely
rejected by the local students from the Serbian north of the province.
This attitude is clearly shown in Graph 5, which captures the response
to the question on what stance Serbia should take if the EU posed recognition of the so-called “independence of Kosovo” as a condition for its
EU integration. Almost ¾ of the students of the University in Kosovska
Mitrovica stated that “Serbia should dismiss that condition and declare
that it will never accept independence of its southern province, even if
it never joins the EU”, while the same attitude is shared by slightly over
one half of Belgrade students (Graph 4).
Graph 4: What stance should Serbia take if recognition of Kosovo
independence by Serbia should be posed by the EU as a condition for our
accession to the Union? (Students of Belgrade University)

Graph 5: What stance should Serbia take if recognition of Kosovo independence by Serbia
should be posed by the EU as a condition for our accession to the Union? (Students of
University in Kosovska Mitrovica)
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These findings lead to the following conclusions: Serbian students in
These findings lead to the following conclusions: Serbian students in 2014 changed their
2014
changed their opinion and in greater or smaller extent – dependopinion and in greater or smaller extent – depending on the social environment where they
ing on the social environment where they live and work – are against
EU integration of Serbia; if recognition of the so-called “independence
of Kosovo” by Serbia is posed as the condition for EU integration, our
former finding is confirmed that “students of both Universities absolutely think that Serbia should reject such the request and declare that
it will not recognize the independence of Kosovo even at the cost of
not acceding to the EU” (Šuvaković, Petrović 2010: 296). In previous
researches, this attitude had support higher by several percentages.
However, this does not change our conclusion regarding the resolve of
students to reject waiving of the part of the territory of Serbia (Kosovo
and Metohija) in favor of EU integration.
Given that the considerable differences in students’ attitudes to EU
integrations were recorded within the period of only a few years, we assumed that one of the reasons was that their attitude to the membership
in the Union was not well established by value. In that regard, we were
interested to find out which values Serbian students viewed as part of
being “European” and which ones they considered “Serbian”. For this
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The values that Serbian students (though in different percentages)
perceive as both European (UBE and UKME) and Serbian (UBS and
UKMS), which can be seen in the Graph 6, are: all the values of the
French bourgeois revolution – liberty, equality, fraternity, also advancement of human rights and solidarity. The economic-neoliberal (free
market economy, free movement of goods, people and capital) and certain social values (rule of law, welfare state, fraternity of European nations) are perceived only as European6, while on the other hand, the
6 In an EU-wide research conducted in 2014, it was requested from examinees to
rank the EU’s biggest-achievements. “Over half of Europeans continue to rank the
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religious-traditional values are treated as Serbian identity elements. It
should be pointed out that e.g. Euro-Atlantic integrations, as the foundation of the European partnership, are not considered as something
that characterizes either European or Serbian values and is not among
the top ten values in either of the two groups of values7. This can be
explained by the reproval of NATO aggression on Serbia in 1999 and
severe losses (both human and material) that it caused, which is much
more attributed to the policy of the US than the EU. The evidence we
gained about what Serbian students perceive as common values largely
explains their attitude to EU integration. If they consider that the most
important value (both European and Serbian) is – freedom, and if it is
threatened by EU’s demands for the recognition of the Kosovo “independence”, it seems logical that they should in this context question EU
integration, as they perceive it as “double standards” – the EU wants
freedom for itself, but takes it from us; if the common value is the pursuit
of human rights and human rights of the Serbs at Kosovo are jeopardized every day, it is logical that students are against EU integration, since
this also represent double standards –the right to preserve own state has
not been denied to anyone, except to Serbia; if the EU tries to impose
foreign policy on Serbia (e.g. request for introducing sanctions against
Russia due to Ukrainian crisis), if it constantly places new demands as
“conditions” for integration, it comes as no surprise that those whose
free movement of people, goods and services within the EU as the most important
(58%)… followed by peace among the Member States of the EU, rated as the most
important by 53% of respondents”. The same research showed that after these EU’s
Achievements the following follow (in order of importance): Euro (27%), student
exchange programs such as ERASMUS (25%), political and diplomatic influence of
the EU in the rest of the world (24%) and the economic power of the EU (24%) as the
EU’s most positive results. “However, relatively few people mention the level of social
welfare in the EU (17%), or the Common Agricultural Policy (12%), while about one
eighth of respondents (13%, +1) say spontaneously that there are no positive results
of the EU” (Europeans In 2014: 95). The results of this research actually show that
Serbian students made a correct conclusion regarding which value – achieved result
in the EU is considered as the most important. That value, like the greatest part of
those that follow, is not among the top ten Serbian identity values in the opinion of
the polled students. As it can be seen, all the values of the EU citizens that are considered the most important results achieved by the EU are of instrumental character,
partly with exception of the peace among the Member States of the EU that may be
considered also as the fundamental value.
7 Essentially, a community must be able to organize its own defense by establishing the
distinction between “us” as a community and “them” – as a precondition of existence of identity. However, due to the influence of the US and its attempt to preserve
its hegemony through the NATO, the creation of a European defense policy, whose
appearance some authors equalize with “defining the European identity” (Andonov
2013; 185), is far from reality.
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highest values are “freedom” and “patriotism” are opposed to it, etc. On
the other hand, the message that they send is that the values of (neo)
liberalism are much less important for their identity and project them
only as the “European values” (free market economy, free movement
of goods, people and capital, rule of law) while considering traditional
Serbian
such
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patriotism,
etc. astraditional
closer. Serbian
movementvalues,
of goods,
people
and capital,tradition,
rule of law)
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and human rights are not in the group of European values. On the contrary, one might freely say that Europe is their
birthplace, from where these were spread throughout the world. This outspread has made that they gained almost a universal
character. Of course, the way of their spreading was different in Europe and America concerning other parts of the world,

University centers) and in the fourth place as former Yugoslavs. Such
a finding can be explained as due to several factors: a) since it is obvious that the values mostly identifiable as “Serbian” are related to Orthodoxy, it is completely natural that the supranational “identity choice”
should be Balkanian, considering that the greatest number of states in
the Balkans are dominantly populated with Orthodox Christian citi-

to be universalistic in substance, which means that they do not lend themselves to
drawing any kind of boundary between ‘us’ and ‘them’. There may be reasons for
exclusion on the level of political practicalities, but on the level of moral principle
exclusion has no basis” (Kohli 2000: 129). Of course, it should be noted here that the
idea of constitutional patriotism, pleaded for especially by Habermas (1992), was
actually the idea of American constitution makers that was inoculated in Europe
only in the Constitution of Germany, regarding the history of that nation in the 20th
century. The attempt to transfer such the experience to the level of the EU has failed
with rejection to bring the Constitution of Europe, firstly in France, than in the Holland. This, however, surely does not mean that democracy and human rights are not
in the group of European values. On the contrary, one might freely say that Europe is
their birthplace, from where these were spread throughout the world. This outspread
has made that they gained almost a universal character. Of course, the way of their
spreading was different in Europe and America concerning other parts of the world,
where these were accepted or imposed (Dugin 2013: 234), therefore their content
was not identical, especially the forms of accomplishment, but it was similar and
– implicit. Therefore, these values cannot be the characteristic difference between
“us” and “them”, which would characterize only the “European identity”, and just the
relation to otherness, even since Gofman’s researches (1963), is the basis of creating identity. According to the latest researches, only 2% of the EU citizens declare
themselves only as “European” as distinct from the only national identification that
42% of the EU citizens use to define their identity. National + European definition of
themselves use 48% and European + national only 5% of the EU citizens (Europeans
in 2014: 103). The option “world citizen” was not offered in the questionnaire, which
represents a serious methodological objection, since the Eurointegration cannot be
equalized with the cosmopolitism. To be European and to be cosmopolitan is not
the same. “Cosmopolitanism as a hegemonic motif of European origin is, I should
emphasize, strongly rejected here. One very important reason for this rejection is the
"eternal" persistence of strong, if uneven, nationalism in Europe. In fact, nationalism
is one of the more prominent characteristics of contemporary Europe” (Robertson
2014: 17). Pichler leaves the possibility that “identifying with Europe could thus be
an expression of cosmopolitanism in comparison to nationalistic or patriotic perspectives. Moreover, identifying with particular aspects of Europe could highlight
important differences between cosmopolitan identities and non-cosmopolitan ones”
(2009: 8). Therefore, Delhey, Deutschmann, Graf and Richter (2014) were right when
they suggested establishing new indicators for measuring progress in the creation of
Euroidentity, not only regarding national state – Europe, but also Europe – world.
“By positioning Europe between the nation-state and the world, it manages to incorporate effects of both de-nationalization and globalization” (2014: 370). Among
Serbian researchers, Đurić also considers that the developing tendencies of the contemporary Europe – are regional (2003: 72).
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zens10, that there are stronger spiritual and cultural bonds, closeness
both geographical-regional and historical/traditional - the joint past
and sharing similar faith in the present; b) the European identity11, or
Euroidentity, has not yet been established even in the EU member-states
, therefore it is not clear what are its basic determinants, so it is understandable that a relatively small number of students determine themselves that way considering the number of students who declared to be
in favour of the EU integration of Serbia. Not only is it not completely
clear what Euroidentity involves – although it is evident that until now it
has not been established otherwise than a multilevel identity (see Kohli
2000: 115-116; Vukčević 2011; Šuvaković 2014: 266), but it is possible
to distinguish between different concepts of establishing and developing the EU. Starting from Habermas’ distinction between ethical and
moral norms (1996: 255-259), where the former are values and good of
one community connected with its cultural and political patterns, the
specific connections that connect the members of that community, and
the latter have universal character and are independent from the special
identities, Sjursen points to a different meaning that is attributed to the
idea of Europe in different concepts of EU construction, and the consequent problem of Euroidentity. She distinguishes three concepts, as
follows: value-based entity’ based on ethical-political discourse and the
sharing of mutual, characteristic values and good that are indicators of
such a concept, rights-based entity, based on moral discourse and rights
and justice as indicators of such a concept, and finally problem-solving
10 Of course, with the exception of the Balkan part of Turkey (its European part, 5% of
the territory is in the Balkans), Muslim-Croatian Federation as one of the two entities of Bosnia and Herzegovina and prevailing part of Albania.
11 There are several problems associated with the definition of this idea: in everyday
conversation, Europe is reduced to the EU, which eliminates from this idea 20 or so
states and even more nations that geographically belong to Europe, including Russia,
with which Serbians have very close spiritual, cultural, political and economic ties;
“European values” are reduced to insufficiently clearly defined values, more ideals,
on which the EU is based. Serbian students are right in saying for some of them that
they are “European”. However, in practice, the most accomplished ones are just those
liberal that subordinate “the old lady” to the rule of high, especially financial, capital
(see Bourdieu 1998), and students do not embrace such values as Serbian. On that
point, there is no accordance; due to the extreme unpopularity of NATO in Serbia,
the authorities in Serbia constantly explain that it is possible to be a member of the
EU but not of NATO, which in practice resulted with a completely wrong perception
among students that “Euro-Atlantic Integrations” are not within the “European” values. In practice, there are EU member-states that are not NATO members, but “there
is not a single transitional state that has not joined NATO during the process of its
accession to the EU” (Šuvaković 2014: 199).
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entity that is based on pragmatic discourse, whose indicators are utility
and efficiency (Sjursen 2012: 507). On the basis of the analysis of EU
enlargement, she concludes that it is possible to establish the EU so that
“there may well be ‘more’ to the EU than what is entailed not only in a
conception focused on the EU as a problem-solving entity, but also in a
conception based on rights”. With an assumption that a kind of loyalty to
Europe might be expected, which is not so solid as the loyalty to nationstates12, Sjursen indicates that a joint denominator might be found in the
idea of a collective European self-understanding (Sjursen 2012: 517); c)
cosmopolitism is not unfamiliar for Serbian students and it is evident
that a certain number of them feel that way and that their number is
even greater than the number of those who consider themselves as Europeans. That is because the “citizen of the world” is clearer, concerning
the undefined identifier of European. It also comprises Europeanism, as
shown by the finding that even 45.5% of those who identify themselves
as “citizens of the world” are stated that they are in favour of Serbia’s
EU integration, but it is not limited only to Euroidentity. This is not the
case with those who identify themselves as Balkanian or ex-Yugoslavs,
where the relative majority is against the accession of Serbia to the EU
(students of the University in Belgrade). In case of the students from the
north of Kosmet, opposition to EU integration has absolute majority in
all the categories of supranational identity, except with those who consider themselves as Europeans. It is important to notice that among the
Belgrade student population that defines its supranational identity as
European, only 50% is for the accession to the EU under the same conditions that were applied also to other new member-states, while that
percentage among the students in the north of Kosmet is only 21.6%.
Conditionalities regarding the recognition of the so-called “independence of Kosovo”, render this percentage even lower. This corroborates
our thesis that it is wrong to identify Euroidentity with EU citizenship,
i.e. that such a reduction of the European identity concept means the
reduction of the number of those committed to it, at least based on the
attitudes of Serbian students. European values are civilizationally more
important and more entrenched than what is presented as the EU values, and even more than what is considered as European values in practical operations of the EU bodies.Besides, even expectations of Serbian
students from the accession of Serbia to the European Union do not give
12 Our researcher Branko Rakic also observes that member-states have always put their
interests before the common, European every time when they considered it justified
(see Rakić 2009: 238-252).
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rise to Eurooptimism. To questions if unemployment, living standard
of citizens, economic growth, preservation of national identity and culture, social security, personal safety, social disparities between the rich
and the poor, environmental pollution, corruption, organized crime,
emigration of citizens, immigration of foreigners to Serbia, influence
of Serbia in the world and influence of foreigners to events in Serbia
would increase, remain the same or decline – students in Belgrade in all
the categories responded that they will “remain the same” in percentage
from 74.1% (influence of Serbia will remain the same after accession
to the EU) to 35% (emigration of our citizens abroad will remain the
same after accession to the EU). Out of 14 categories in total, only in 5
the answer of absolute (but relative) majority was not that the situation
will remain the same even after the accession of Serbia to the EU, as
follows: 1) in case of unemployment reduction (32.7% think that it will
be reduced after the accession to the EU) and 2) reduction of environment pollution (35.1%), then 3) increase of economic growth (37.5%),
but also 4) increase of emigration of our citizens abroad (51.6%) and
5) increase of foreigners’ influence to events in our country (50.9%).
Therefore, even within the 5 categories where changes are expected, i.e.
it is expected that the situation will not remain the same, it may be established that expected changes for better are only in cases 1) – 3), while
those that we marked with 4) and 5) are changes for – the worse. Students in Kosovska Mitrovica consider that after the accession of Serbia
to the EU in all categories everything will “remain the same” within the
percentage of 61.5% (the same social security) to 45.7% (the same level
of emigration of our citizens). Out of 14 categories, they expect changes
in 6 of them (while the relative majority of answers is also that the situation will “remain the same”), as follows: increase of unemployment (expect 27.6%), reduction of preservation of national identity and culture
(37.2%), reduction of environment pollution (26.1%), increase of corruption (29.1%), increase of emigration of our citizens abroad (40.9%)
and increase of foreigners’ influence to events in our country (43.9%). It
is obvious that the only positive change that is expected is the reduction
of environment pollution.
On the basis of surveys conducted, it is possible to establish that the
attitude of Serbian students regarding the EU integration process of Serbia is moderately negative. It is in correlation with the decreasing trend
of Eurooptimism within the general population of voters in Serbia, but
it is more drastic and the trend turns away to Euroscepticism. There are
several reasons for this, some of them being the following:
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1. Expectations of students regarding the changes in the society
after the accession of Serbia to the EU are very moderate and,
regarding progress, limited only to some categories of social life.
Dominantly, they consider that, after the accession of Serbia to
the EU, everything will “remain the same” and in some categories
that changes will be even for the worse.
2. Unlike political elite, for whom the process of EU integration is a
dogma that cannot be questioned, students’ population seriously
questions it if the condition for the accession of Serbia into the EU
is the request for the recognition of the so-called “independence
of Kosovo”. If the relinquishment of Kosovo is not a condition for
the accession to the EU, then the relation to EU integration is not
so negative and it is possible to reasonably assume that the trend
towards Euroscepticism is possible to reverse to Eurooptimistic.
This is not just a reflection of the students’ patriotic attitude, but
also an expression of orientation for the rule of law, finally the
result of their moral imperative (it is not moral to sacrifice a part
of the whole for the rest to accomplish a goal).
3. We should not omit that, in part, the domination of Euroscepticism among students is also the result of doubts in the accession
to the EU within a reasonable time, given the experience of Serbia over the past 15 years, when it faced several new obstacles to
EU integration, while its political elite since 2000 has constantly
claimed that Serbia is just about to accede to the EU.
4. The values identified by our research as common – both European and Serbian – are the values of the EU’s past and not it’s
present. “Current Europe is no more inspired by ideas, it has already heard so many of them and listens to so many of them.
We do not admire brilliant thoughts, but directly ask ourselves
what is their value for life” (Spidlik 2007: 6).The stance on Greece
as the member of the EU, the attitude to immigrants, the role of
the EU in aggressive wars etc. refute in practice the proclaimed
principles of “solidarity”, “advancement of human rights”, “brotherhood”, etc. On the other hand, the most important values for
Serbian students, beside the already indicated common ones,
are of religious-traditional character and these are experienced
in high percentage characteristic of the Serbian national identity,
but they hardly have anything to do with the EU.
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5. With reference to the above, we can freely say that still there is
no clear perception among Serbian students regarding what the
“European values” are. For example, they experience the EuroAtlantic Cooperation in a very small percentage as a European
value, although it represents the foundation of the European
partnership. However, this is no wonder, since numerous other
researches show that Euroidentity is in its inception, even if it
has experienced regression to the extent that it is hard to speak
about it as political, social identity. Numerous findings of other
authors and researchers also indicate this, including Brzezinski,
who said that “I think the notion of a united Europe was very
understandable in the immediate wake of the World War II. Then
visionary European statesmen faded away. Where are the fathers
of Europe that really believe in the European identity? And the
EU then turned out to be, in the end, essentially a distributed arrangement in Brussels involving money and quid pro quos, but
very little sense of common purpose” (Brzezinski 2014).
6. A clearly expressed distinction has been confirmed, especially
among students in Belgrade, between self-identification as European and orientation towards EU integration. There are more
of those oriented toward EU integration than those who identify
themselves as Europeans, which is only the third supranational
choice for students (except the national one - being Serbs). They
feel more like Balkanians and world citizens than Europeans,
which indicates clearer determination of these identities, but also
closer connection of Serbian identity values with Balkanian, even
cosmopolitan, than with abstract European. Among those whose
identity elements are self-positioned as “citizen of the world”, “exYugoslavs” or Balkanian, there are supporters of the EU integration process. It cannot be explained by determinations of identity
elements (except partly in case of cosmopolitans), but maybe it
can be explained by pragmatism: expecting reduction of unemployment, economic growth, reduction of environment pollution, more travelling abroad. On the other hand, among those
who identify themselves as Europeans, there are also those who
are against EU integration, which again might have its cause in a
not fully developed European identity and its limitations only to
the membership in the EU. The message that they actually send
is that they are Europeans in terms of ideas, values, and that it is
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not necessary for such identification that their country, Serbia,
becomes member of the EU.
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